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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Context: As a result of the Headley Hall site being withdrawn from the Site Allocations Plan process, the
Outer North East Housing Market Characteristic Area of Leeds currently has a shortfall of over 3,000 houses
in the Plan Period 2012 to 2028. Consequently, other housing sites are required to be brought forward to
make up for the shortfall and meet the housing targets required by the adopted Leeds City Council Core
Strategy. Parlington provides a solution to the Council’s requirement to identify significant new housing
provision in the Outer North East area by providing a 'strategic allocation' rather than 'pepperpotting' of sites
within the settlements of the predominantly rural Outer North East Housing Market Characteristic Area.
Comprehensive New Sustainable Community: Parlington will combine the built and natural environment
to develop a high quality sustainable community. In addition to providing the identified residential shortfall,
the community will include school, health, retail, local employment and support facilities with enhanced
integral public transport, footpath links, supporting infrastructure and services all within a site protected by a
Comprehensive Management Plan including new community greenspaces and offering wider public access.
The housing will aim to meet identified needs and demands for all sizes of property, types of tenure and
include a full range of affordable and older persons housing.
Landowner, Promoter and Lead Developer - Roles Combined: Parlington is unique in many respects
including the fact that the interests of landowner, promoter and lead developer are combined. Parlington is
owned by M&G UK Property Fund (M&G UK PF), a flagship balanced fund for institutional investors
established in 1971. It is managed by M&G Real Estate, one of the largest institutional property investors in
the UK. M&G UK PF are promoting Parlington and will also act as Lead Developer. M&G Real Estate’s UK
Residential Property Fund (with a net value of over £207 million) and M&G Investments’ lending experience
in social housing (having arranged investments of over £6 billion) and infrastructure sectors (managing a
portfolio of over £45 billion) bring both a source of potential investment and wealth of real estate expertise to
the project.
Site Characteristics: The site mainly comprises of arable farmland and managed commercial woodland. It
is currently allocated by saved Leeds UDP Policy LT5B for the provision of leisure and tourism facilities,
including cultural and sporting activities of differing scales. Although the area of land within Parlington
extends to approximately 770 ha, development would encompass only around 160 ha. The remaining land
comprising of mainly arable agricultural land and commercial woodland would be covered by a
Comprehensive Management Plan safeguarding its future use and encouraging greater public access.
To the north-east and north-west, but physically separated by over 0.7 km, are the settlements of Aberford
and Barwick-in-Elmet respectively. Land-use in the surrounding area is predominantly arable agriculture
with occasional alternatives such as Garforth Golf Course, horticulture and Lotherton Hall Country Park. The
majority of Parlington is screened from the surrounding landscape by large mature woodlands and rolling
landform which allows a new settlement to be ‘hidden’ from surrounding viewpoints.
Green Belt: The release of the core development area from the Green Belt would allow for new defensible
and enduring boundaries to be defined and control unrestricted urban sprawl. The development will not
result in the merging of settlements and will assist in safeguarding the countryside from unsustainable and
piecemeal encroachment and preserve the setting and special character of surrounding historic settlements.
Highways and Access: Parlington benefits from excellent strategic access to the M1 and the A1(M) and is
accessible to sustainable modes of transport including surrounding bus routes, both Garforth rail stations
and National Cycle Route 66. An access strategy is based around: primary access to M1 Junction 47;
incorporation of ancillary land uses which reduce the need to travel; high importance given to non-car mode
networks; high quality walking and cycling links to surrounding settlements and public transport hubs.
Drainage: The site is located within Flood Zone 1. A former ‘ornamental’ lake in the SW corner of Parlington
is identified to provide balancing of surface water runoff, supplemented with other temporary detention
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solutions, prior to discharge to a watercourse. The site is not within a Groundwater protection zone, thereby
allowing infiltration and the use of swales within the development.
Water and Sewage: A new water supply and foul sewer network will be required. Discussions will soon
commence with Yorkshire Water to establish current water supply and capability to supply to the new
development and identify either the provision of a new sewage treatment work within the site or pumping the
sewage to an existing treatment works.
Electricity and Gas: A primary electricity sub-station approximately 3 km west of the western site boundary
currently has spare capacity that is capable of accommodating the new development. Gas supply appears
feasible by tapping off the Regional High Pressure main, located outside the south west corner of Parlington.
No significant diversions are required to facilitate the development.
Listed Buildings: Within the site boundary are one Grade II* and five Grade II Listed Buildings but only two
are within the core development area. Any development will preserve their special architectural and historic
setting irrespective of its location as it is important that the physical attributes and knowledge surrounding
these buildings is not lost. These buildings and structures will become an educational resource, thereby
ensuring the character, identity and history of the site is carried forward into future generations.
Ecology: As the core development area is predominantly arable agricultural land and recently planted
commercial woodlands the impacts on the majority of the ecological receptors are anticipated to be
adequately mitigated largely through the sensitive design of the masterplan Features will be incorporated
into the design, and managed as part of a long term biodiversity mitigation and enhancement strategy for the
site, which offers substantial opportunities for beneficial management and habitat creation within the
masterplan area. It is anticipated that a Biodiversity Enhancement and Management Plan (BEMP) will be
developed for the site as a whole, to be implemented on a phased basis as the development progresses.
Community Investment: An outline Cost Plan has been developed and identified a range of possible
community investments and benefits including: a nursery; four forms of entry for primary schools; a
contribution equivalent to the provision of two forms of entry for a secondary school; GP and dentist; place of
worship; contributions to hospital, mental health, nursing home and residential care facilities, police station,
fire station, ambulance station, leisure facilities; a substantial allowance for bus subsidies and works to
Garforth Station; discounted rail and bus metrocards for residents; a range of new or improved green
infrastructure provision; and a significant contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing in this area.
Deliverability: Research suggests that a significant volume of new homes could be delivered within
Parlington from 2022 to 2028 to assist the Council in meeting is Core Strategy housing requirements. The
rationale for this position draws upon the favourable market conditions, the progression of simultaneous
development centres/phases and having a landowner who has the resources to ensure that a particular
delivery rate is achieved. The volume of total house transactions in the eastern region of Leeds, the project
site’s potential sphere of influence, reached an average of 4,500 units per annum between 2010 and 2015.
Of this volume, approximately 550 of new build units were absorbed. If positioned appropriately and
marketed effectively, the site could absorb a significant level of demand from this area and provide a flexible
tenure choice to assist the Council in meeting its Core Strategy housing requirements, catering to the high
demand in for sale property, affordable homes and private rental housing stock. The land owner is wellplaced to deliver this scheme and has a significant wealth of real estate expertise. The setting of the site and
its strong transport connectivity will make this a highly desirable scheme within the market, promoted by a
uniquely qualified and entitled landowner/developer.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

AECOM is appointed by M&G UK PF to prepare a submission on their behalf to the Leeds Site
Allocations Plan Publication Draft (September 2015) (the ‘SAP’).

1.2

This report supplements the submission made via the Council’s online portal and responds to
the following two of the nine questions posed by the Council:

1

‘Question 3.3 - Please set out why you think the Plan is sound / unsound?’
and
‘Question 3.4 - Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to make the
Plan sound’.
1.3

The consultation identifies that views are sought only in relation to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan.
2
The Council’s website summarises the extent of the consultation as follows:
‘What can you comment on?
At this stage your comments should relate to the ‘soundness’ of the plan.

1.4

•

Have the plans been positively prepared: Does the plan seek to meet the local
needs set out in the adopted Core Strategy for housing, employment, retail and
green space?

•

Are the plans justified: Are the allocations, designations and policies the most
appropriate compared with the alternatives?

•

Will the plans be effective: Is there information on how the plan will be delivered?
Does the plan set out how and when sites will come forward?

•

Is the plan consistent with national policy: The plan should enable the delivery of
sustainable development in accordance with the policies in the National Planning
Policy Framework.’

The submission has also been prepared in accordance with the Planning Inspectorate’s
guidance document ‘Local Development Frameworks: Examining Development Plan
3
Documents – Soundness Guidance’ .

1

https://siteallocations.leeds.gov.uk/
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/council/Pages/Site-allocations-plan-publication.aspx
3
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/pins/dpd_procedure_guide.pdf
2
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2.

WHY IS THE SITE ALLOCATIONS PLAN CONSIDERED TO BE UNSOUND?

2.1

Leeds City Council Core Strategy Spatial Policy 6 requires the Council to identify 66,000
dwellings to meet the housing requirements of Leeds for the 2012 to 2028 plan period. Core
Strategy Spatial Policy 7 sets the distribution by settlement hierarchy and targets for each of
eleven Housing Market Characteristic Areas (HMCA) across Leeds.

2.2

The Site Allocations Plan (SAP) identifies a shortfall of 33 houses for the Outer North East.
However, this shortfall is significantly compounded by the Council’s 22 September 2015
update in relation to Headley Hall which confirms that:
‘…the Council has been made aware that the University no longer wishes to pursue this
proposal. The Council expects this position to be confirmed during the representation period.
If that is the case, then alternative proposals will need to be brought forward and consulted
upon in due course’.

2.3

The Headley Hall site accounts for 3,000 of the proposed 3,437 housing supply for the Outer
North East area. Therefore, the withdrawal of the Headley Hall site would result in an under
provision of 3,033 houses in the Outer North East.

2.4

Core Strategy Spatial Policy 7 sets the distribution by settlement hierarchy and targets for
each of eleven Housing Market Characteristic Areas across Leeds. Clearly, a shortfall of 3,033
houses in the Outer North East Area would not meet the requirements of Core Strategy
Spatial Policy 7.

2.5

In terms of soundness:

2.6

•

the SAP cannot be regarded as being positively prepared in its current form because
the significant shortfall of housing does not currently meet the local needs set out in
the adopted Core Strategy for housing;

•

the SAP is not justified because there are currently no alternatives to make up for the
significant shortfall of housing;

•

the SAP is not currently effective because, given the significant shortfall of housing, it
does not fully identify how and when sites will come forward; and

•

the SAP is not considered consistent with national policy for the reasons identified
above.

The following sections identify how a new settlement at Parlington offers the most potential for
delivering the housing required within the Outer North East HMCA (whilst also representing a
preferential development to that previously promoted at Headley Hall) and, therefore, can
make a significant contribution towards making the SAP sound.
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3.

WHAT CHANGES ARE CONSIDERED NECESSARY TO MAKE THE SITE ALLOCATIONS
PLAN SOUND?

3.1

Given the significant shortfall of over 3,000 dwellings in the Outer North East Area, it is clear
that alternative proposals are required to be brought forward and consulted upon to make up
for the shortfall. Further, given paragraph 1.3 of the SAP which states that ‘…the Site
Allocations Plan cannot re-open the debate about the scale and distribution of growth agreed
through the adopted Core Strategy’, it is also clear that this shortfall is required to be
accommodated within the predominantly rural Outer North East Housing Market Characteristic
Area (HMCA) of Leeds.

3.2

Parlington lies within the Outer North East HMCA of Leeds and is identified to accommodate a
new settlement that would satisfy the Council’s housing requirement. If another new
settlement were not brought forward, over 3,000 dwellings will need to be accommodated
elsewhere within the Outer North East HMCA. Only Wetherby is defined as being a ‘Major
Settlement’ within the Outer North East HMCA. Barwick-in-Elmet, Scholes, Bardsey, Bardseycum-Rigton, Collingham, Bramham and Boston Spa are defined as ‘Small Settlements’. These
settlements are already identified to accommodate 307 dwellings.

3.3

To accommodate the shortfall of over 3,000 dwellings, these settlements would need to
increase their currently identified housing allocations by nearly 1,000% (one thousand
percent). Based on the scale of the housing requirements, it is considered unlikely that the
significant shortfall can be accommodated by ‘Major’ and ‘Small Settlements’ within the Outer
North East.

3.4

The Outer North East HMCA also includes a number of villages which fall beneath the
settlement hierarchy. Only one housing allocation is identified within these villages; 130
houses at Scarcroft Lodge (which is noted as having particular benefits, including the re-use of
brownfield land and listed buildings).

3.5

Given the current circumstances, it is considered that a new settlement offers the most
potential for delivering the housing required within the Outer North East HMCA.
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4.

PARLINGTON – A VISION

4.1

Parlington offers an opportunity to create a truly diverse and sustainable community where
people want to live and work. The site already benefits from direct access to the strategic road
network, and the new community will reflect the character of its existing varied topography, its
neighbouring settlements, prominent farmsteads and extensive mature woodland coverage.

4.2

The shape and configuration of the site lends itself naturally to the creation of a northern and
southern community located either side or Parlington Lane and each planned around a
convenient walking catchment of a centre that utilises the existing assets of Home Farm, The
Gardens House and Parlington Hall. The site is ‘hidden’ from virtually all viewpoints thereby
allowing respect of the natural character of the area and the setting of neighbouring
settlements.

4.3

Our proposal provides a solution to the Council’s requirement to identify significant new
housing provision in the Outer North East area and captures the sites opportunities and
constraints explained further below.
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5.

PARLINGTON – THE SITE

5.1

Site Location

5.1.1

Parlington is located approximately 12 km to the east of Leeds City Centre. It adjoins junction
47 of the M1 which offers almost immediate access to the site and the A1(M) lies close to the
eastern boundary. Located to the south of the site, beyond the M1 motorway, Garforth is the
closest town to the site with the town centre located some 1.6 km from the site. Two smaller
settlements, Aberford and Barwick-in-Elmet, are located beyond the north-east and north-west
boundaries of the wider site.
Image 5.1: Site Location (edged in red)

5.2

Site History and Heritage

5.2.1

Parlington was formerly a country estate dating back to the Despenser family in 1166. The
estate has grown over several centuries prospering from industrial activities, especially in coal
mining. John Gascoigne bought the estate on 8th March 1545 from Thomas Lord Wentworth.
The Gascoignes’ were a prominent family in the West and North Ridings of Yorkshire for
centuries, first living at Gawthorpe near Harewood, then at Lasingcroft and Barnbow Hall.
Parlington Hall was the family home from 1546 to 1905, after which it began a slow decline
ending in its demolition in the 1950s. The estate was then acquired by Mercantile and General
Reinsurance Company Limited in the mid-1960s since when ownership has remained in
institutional hands. It is now owned by M&G UK Property Fund.
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Image 5.2: The remaining built form of Parlington Hall

Image 5.3: The remaining built form of Parlington Hall (in red) overlaid upon the original
layout of 1885

5.2.2

Although located close to the major conurbation of Leeds, Parlington has managed to retain
much of its historic legacy and, unusually, is still operating as a single entity, comprising
mainly of mixed woodland and farmland and occupied by a number of agriculture and other
tenants. Its layout has changed little since the 1600s.

5.2.3

The eighteenth century saw the creation of many features, including the Triumphal Arch
designed by Thomas Leverton, which is unique in commemorating the victory of the American
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colonialists over the British in the American War of Independence. An inscription on both faces
of the arch reads, "Liberty in N.America Triumphant MDCCLXXXIII".
Image 5.4: Triumphal Arch

5.2.4

In addition to various other farmsteads and residential properties within the site, are the
following:
Image 5.5: Gardens House
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Image 5.6: Park House Farm

Image 5.7: Home Farm
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5.3

The Landowner, Promoter and Lead Developer

5.3.1

The landowner is the M&G UK Property Fund (M&G UK PF), a fund established in 1971. It is
managed by M&G Real Estate, which celebrated its 150th anniversary in 2014. M&G Real
Estate is one of the largest institutional property investors in the UK; as at 31st December
2015, it had assets valued at circa £24bn under management providing investors with
exposure to UK, European and Asian real estate. It is responsible for managing property
investments for over 190 institutional investors including 161 pension funds. It has a sector
leading approach to responsible property investment with four funds being awarded Green
Stars in the 2015 Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) survey.

5.3.2

As is described further in section 8 of this report, M&G Real Estate’s UK Residential Property
Fund (with a net value of over £207 million) and M&G Investments’ lending experience in
social housing (with investments of over £6 billion) and infrastructure sectors (with a portfolio
of over £45 billion) bring both a source of potential investment and wealth of real estate
expertise to the project.

5.3.3

M&G Real Estate have approximately £650m invested in Yorkshire across 9 Funds. This is in
the main sectors of office, industrial and retail together with leisure (hotel, bingo halls,
restaurants and gyms) and, of course, the Parlington Estate. Other holdings within Leeds
include Toronto Square, a city centre office building, the M&S store on Briggate and the high
profile office development funding of Central Square on Wellington Street.

5.3.4

M&G UK PF is the legal owner of Parlington and is M&G Real Estate’s flagship balanced fund
for institutional investors in the UK. Launched in 1971, it has a well-diversified UK investment
portfolio with a value of circa £730m (as at 31st December 2015) and a high quality income
profile. The fund is held mainly by around 50 institutional investors, primarily UK pension
funds.

5.3.5

M&G UK PF are the promoters of Parlington and, with M&G Real Estate, will take the role of
Lead Developer to ensure deliverability of Parlington.

5.3.6

In summary, M&G UK PF is both the landowner and promoter (i.e. no ‘middleman’) and as a
major institutional investor they are well placed to ensure the successful delivery of a
development of this scale and nature.

5.4

Highways and Access
Strategic Location of the Site

5.4.1

The site is located adjacent to the M1 motorway on the north eastern outskirts of Leeds.

5.4.2

An examination of Leeds bound annual average daily traffic (AADT) flows on the main
motorway approaches to the wider Leeds area has been undertaken and reveals the following:
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Table 5.1 – Leeds bound motorway traffic flows
Location

Leeds Bound AADT flows

M1 at Wakefield

110,000 AADT

M62 at Morley

115,000 AADT

M62 at Lofthouse

105,000 AADT

M1 at Garforth

70,000 AADT

(Source: Department of Transport Traffic Count Database – 2015 data)
5.4.3

The table shows that Parlington is located on a section of the strategic network which currently
experiences substantially less demand than the other strategic approaches towards Leeds.

5.4.4

Further, if 3,000 houses were not provided at this location, the houses will need to be
accommodated by local roads elsewhere in the predominantly rural Outer North East HMCA.
Concentrating the majority of this requirement on a single site provides the critical mass and
opportunity to carry out highway improvements that are commensurate with 3,000 houses,
which might not otherwise be fully realised if the housing requirement were to be spread
across the Outer North East HMCA.

5.4.5

Leeds City Council officers have been proactive in securing infrastructure improvements as
part of other key strategic developments (such as the East Leeds Extension and the East
Leeds Orbital Ring Road); close dialogue will be undertaken with such officers to ensure that
the necessary improvements are undertaken at the appropriate times to ensure that impacts
relating to transport are fully considered and implemented.
Access Strategy

5.4.6

Parlington is located around 12 km to the east of Leeds City Centre and just to the north of
Junction 47 of the M1 motorway at Garforth. The site enjoys excellent strategic access
located in close proximity to the M1 and the A1(M). Local access is provided by a network of
local roads linking Garforth, Aberford and Barwick-in-Elmet.

5.4.7

An access strategy has been developed based around the following principles:

5.4.8

•

High quality primary access to M1 Junction 47;

•

Ancillary land uses incorporated into the development which reduce the need to travel;

•

High importance given to non-car mode networks; and

•

High quality walking and cycling links to surrounding settlements and public transport
hubs.

The main access to the site is proposed via a new access road onto the former A642 (now the
B1217). The new access location is around 750m northeast of M1 Junction 47. A standard
7.3 metre carriageway is proposed at day one which might require upgrading to dual
carriageway, subject to base network and development traffic flows. The proposed junction
layout of the main access is a high capacity roundabout.
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5.4.9

A secondary access utilising an existing access road to Long Lane, Garforth to the west has
been identified. Given the anticipated restriction on its use, minimal upgrading works are
proposed at day one. As the site builds out, improvements to this secondary route will be
required.

5.4.10

Improvements might be required to the M1 Junction 47 west facing slip roads (i.e. heading to
and from Leeds) to accommodate the site traffic. The timing of these improvements would be
dependent on slip road flows.

5.4.11

The site is well located for sustainable accessibility and further details of this are described
below.
Sustainable Accessibility

5.4.12

The need to establish sustainable travel credentials at the site from day one of the
development is recognised. The proximity of the site to existing settlements with established
public transport services is a distinct advantage of the site and measures will be implemented
to connect the site to existing public transport networks. These measures include introducing
a bus service into the site and creating high quality walking and cycling routes to public
transport services. Subsidised public transport for all residential units will also be an incentive
to establish sustainable habits from the outset.

5.4.13

The accessibility of the proposed site by a range of modes of transport has been considered,
in particular to objectives in the NPPF and the recent accessibility standards introduced in
Leeds City Councils LDF Core Strategy.

5.4.14

The visions and objectives stated in the West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan Partnership’s:
LTP3 (2011-2026) are also taken into account. Guidance and advice from the Chartered
Institution of Highways and Transportation Guidance (CIHT) is also used to determine
acceptable walking and cycle distances.
On Foot

5.4.15

The recently published National Planning Policy Framework states that where practical,
particularly within large-scale developments, key facilities such as primary schools and local
shops should be located within walking distance of most dwellings.

5.4.16

Planning Policy Guidance Note 13 stated that, at the local level, walking is the most important
mode of transport and offers the greatest potential to replace short car trips, particularly under
2km.

5.4.17

The Chartered Institution of Highways and Transportation (CIHT) document “Providing for
Journeys on Foot (2000)” suggests that walking is a “desirable” mode for general journeys up
to 400m and “acceptable” for journeys up to 800m with a preferred maximum of 1200m. For
commuting and education purposes these distances are longer as shown in Table 5.2 below.
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Table 5.2 – CIHT Advice on Walking Distances
Commuting &
Description
Town Centres (m)
Education (m)

5.4.18

Other Uses/
Locations (m)

Desirable

200

500

400

Acceptable

400

1000

800

Preferred Maximum

800

2000

1200

With regards to pedestrian access to and from the site, the masterplan will allow for new
facilities and services to be located within the development which will be readily accessible by
foot from the residential areas. It is envisaged that these centres will include schools, shops
and other services such as health centres and all will be well within the Preferred Maximum
distances.
Cycling

5.4.19

The site is excellently located for cycle trips, having the National Cycle Route (Route 66)
running along Parlington Lane through the middle of the site.
Figure 5.1 - Extract from Sustrans Cycle Map

5.4.20

This national cycle route provides a direct link to Leeds City centre which is located around
15km to the west of the site, representing a commutable distance by bicycle. Garforth,
Aberford and Barwick-in-Elmet are also readily accessible by a short cycle journey.
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5.4.21

Full information of this national cycle route can be found here Cycle Route 66

4

Buses
5.4.22

The nearest bus routes to the north of the proposed development site is Cattle Lane between
Barwick-in-Elmet and Aberford. Two bus services (64 and 174) currently run along this route
with Service 64 operating on a 30 minute frequency (Monday-Saturday) between Middleton
and Aberford and Service 174 operating on a 120 minute frequency (Monday-Saturday)
between Wakefield and Wetherby via Garforth.

5.4.23

To the south of the site, the nearest bus routes are located on the A642 and B1217 and
include services 401, 402, 403 and 404 which all route via Garforth Railway Station. Table 5.3
below summarises the bus services and frequencies. Figure 6.2 illustrates the existing bus
services available.
Table 5.3: Bus Services and Frequencies
Frequencies (mins)

5.4.24

Service

Route

64

Mon – Sat
(06:00 – 18:00)

Evenings (18:00
onwards) / Sunday

Middleton – Beeston – Leeds Aberford

30

60

174

Wakefield – Garforth – Aberford
- Wetherby

120

-

401

Leeds – Crossgates – Garforth –
Lotherton Hall

1 Service per Day

-

402

Leeds – Crossgates – Garforth –
Micklefield – Monk Fryston Selby

60

-

403

Sherburn-in-Elmet
Fryston - Selby

60

-

404

Micklefield – Garforth – Cross
Gates (Sunday service)

-

60

–

Monk

As part of the development proposals discussions with bus operators will be undertaken to
establish planned and phased improvement to bus routes and services to directly serve the
development.
Sustainable Accessibility – rail

5.4.25

4

Garforth is served by two rail station: ‘Garforth’ and ‘Garforth East’, both located around 2.5
km from the centre of the site. Garforth Rail Station is accessible from an existing public
footpath which runs from Parlington under the M1 and links into Ash Lane, Garforth. As part
of the development proposals this link could be improved to provide both a cycle and
pedestrian link to Garforth.

http://www.sustrans.org.uk/ncn/map/route/route-66?&_suid=145397252389209398767619783205
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Figure 5.2 – Existing Bus & Rail Services

Table 5.4 – Rail Services and Frequency
Mon to Sat frequency
Daytime
(05:00 – 19:00)

Late evening

Sun
frequency

Leeds – Garforth – York (local)

60

60

60

Leeds – Garforth – Selby (local)

60

No local service

No local
service

4 per hour

30

3 per hour

60

60

120

Route

Leeds – York (Express)
Leeds – Selby – Hull (Express)

5.4.26

Garforth Rail station is served by both the York and Selby lines which provide a frequent
service to and from Leeds City Station. During the Monday to Saturday daytime the Leeds to
York Express service runs every 15 minutes. The travel time to Leeds City Station from
Garforth is just 15 minutes.

5.4.27

Arriva will operate the Northern Rail franchise from 01 April 2016. There are a number of
headline improvements associated within the winning bid which include
•

‘more and longer trains’
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•

‘there will be a 37 per cent increase in peak time capacity’.

•

‘beginning in December 2017, new timetables will provide 100 new through journey
opportunities across Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield and other regional
hubs’.

5.4.28

In relation to the Leeds to Bridlington line (which passes through Garforth), it is proposed that
a new direct link will be provided from Bridlington, Beverley to Leeds via Selby and Hull. This
will provide a minimum of 12 trains per day each way, in addition to TransPennine Express’s
Hull-Leeds-Manchester services.

5.4.29

Northern Rail do not currently operate a Leeds-Selby service on Sundays, but will provide an
hourly service (14 trains per day each way). This will result in the following benefits and
improvements are part of the new Northern and TransPennine Express franchise agreements:

5.4.30

•

taken together with TransPennine Express services, Selby will have 2 trains per hour
to/from Leeds, compared to 1 today

•

South Milford will have a regular hourly service to Leeds (currently TransPennine
Express make occasional calls)

•

taken together with the Leeds-York stopping service, Micklefield, East Garforth,
Garforth and Cross Gates will receive 2 trains per hour to/from Leeds on Northern
Rail.

The Government announced on 30 September 2015 that electrification works will resume on
Trans Pennine routes. This includes the Leeds–York line which includes the two Garforth
stations. The Government release states that:
‘The new plan will deliver faster journey times and significantly more capacity between
Manchester, Leeds and York. The upgrade is expected to provide capacity for 6 fast
or semi-fast trains per hour, take up to 15 minutes off today’s journey time between
Manchester and York and be complete by 2022. When the work is finished, the whole
route from Liverpool to Newcastle (via Manchester, Leeds and York) will be fully
electrified and journey times will be significantly reduced compared to today’s railway’.

5.4.31

In addition, there is station improvement fund of approximately £20 million to be shared
between the Trans Pennine express stations, equating to over £1m per station.

5.4.32

Finer details relating to the improved stations and rail services are yet to be released;
however, it is expected that one or both of the Garforth stations will be subject of station
improvements and that all or most of the additional services will stop at Garforth. Discussions
will commence with rail operators to identify the extent of the proposed measures and
establish how Parlington can add to the rail improvements and/ or provide other sustainable
measures that can ease the demand on the stations where identified constraints (such as
passenger or car parking congestion) exist or could result in the future.
Traffic Generation and Distribution
Residential Trip Rates

5.4.33

For the purposes of this initial stage a residential trip rate has been used which is comparable
with other similar developments worked on by AECOM.
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Table 5.5 – Residential Trip Generation

5.4.34

Arrivals

Departures

Total 2-way

Trip Rate

0.160

0.430

0.590

Trip Generation

0.390

0.240

0.630

Based on the main infrastructure to commence Q3 2020, construction of first dwellings to
commence in Q3 2021, followed by occupation of the first dwellings in Q1 2022, the following
number of residential units has been assumed each year using a build out rate of 300 houses
per annum:
Table 5.6 – Phased Residential Trip Generation – Vehicles
YEAR

No
Houses

AM Departs

AM Arrives

PM Departs

PM
Arrives

2022

429

184

69

103

167

2023

857

369

137

206

334

2024

1286

553

206

309

501

2025

1714

737

274

411

669

2026

2143

921

343

514

836

2027

2572

1106

411

617

1003

2028

3000

1290

480

720

1170

Traffic Distribution
5.4.35

The vehicle trip generation has been distributed based on AECOM Odysseus Gravity Model
Software. ODYSSEUS is a GIS module that assigns the estimated traffic generation to a
proposed new development onto the surrounding road network. Traffic to and from the
development is distributed spatially using a model based on the National Census ward-level
data (2001) in conjunction with a link-based journey time driven by travel cost. The software
was produced by URS (a predecessor company of AECOM) and subsequently commissioned
by the Highways Agency for use in the North of England.

5.4.36

The model uses a gravity function based on the demographic value associated with each ward
and the travel time (demographic value / (travel time)2). Based on a residential land use the
results give the calculated ward-level travel demands and estimates of link flows on the most
attractive routes between the development site and surrounding wards. A journey to work
time of 45 minutes was used in the gravity model. The resulting traffic distribution to and from
the site is shown in Figure 6.3.

5.4.37

As would be expected the majority of the trips are routed towards employment opportunities in
Leeds City centre and the surrounding areas via the M1 motorway (around 67% of trips). 22%
of trips are forecast to travel northeast along the A1 north to Wetherby, Harrogate York and
beyond. Traffic routeing to the A1 South (and M62 Eastbound) is predicted to be around 8% of
all trips (to such destinations as Castleford, Knottingley, Doncaster, Selby, Hull).
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Figure 5.3 – Predicted Traffic Distribution

Summary
5.4.38

Parlington’s location provides excellent strategic access, lying in close proximity to the M1 and
the A1(M). Local access is provided by a network of A, B and unclassified roads linking local
settlements.

5.4.39

An access strategy has been developed based around the following principles:
•

High quality primary access to M1 Junction 47;

•

Ancillary land uses incorporated into the development which reduce the need to travel;

•

High importance given to non-car mode networks;

•

High quality walking and cycling links to surrounding settlements and public transport
hubs.

5.4.40

The main access to the site is proposed via a new access road onto the (former A642) B1217.
The new access location is around 750m northeast of M1 Junction 47. A standard 7.3 metre
carriageway is proposed at day one which might require upgrading to dual carriageway,
subject to base network and development traffic flows. M&G UK PF own land on both sides of
the highway. The proposed junction layout into Parlington is a high capacity roundabout.

5.4.41

Parlington is well located for sustainable accessibility, being surrounded by existing bus
routes. As part of the development proposals discussions with bus operators will be
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undertaken to establish planned and phased improvement to bus routes and services to serve
the development.
5.4.42

Cyclists are well served by National Cycle Route (No. 66) which runs through the site along
Parlington Lane and provides a direct link to Leeds City Centre.

5.4.43

Garforth Rail Station is located to the south linked by an existing public footpath which runs
from Parlington under the M1 and links into Ash Lane, Garforth. As part of the development
proposals this link could be improved to provide both a cycle and pedestrian link to Garforth
Station. Garforth Station is served by both the Leeds–York line and the Leeds-Selby line and
will benefit from improved services as a result of the recent franchise announcement with
Arriva. Services will also benefit from future electrification which will improve journey times
and increase capacity.

5.5

Landscape and Visual
Introduction

5.5.1

The centre of Parlington is located approximately 4 km to the east of the urban edge of Leeds
and 1 km to the north of the large settlement of Garforth. The A1(M) and M1 motorways are
located close to the east and south of the site respectively. To the north-east and north-west,
but physically separated by over 0.7 km, are the settlements of Aberford and Barwick-in-Elmet
respectively. Land-use in the surrounding area is predominantly arable agriculture with
occasional alternatives such as Garforth Golf Course, horticulture and Lotherton Hall Country
Park.
Landscape Designations and Planning Policy Context

5.5.2

The site contains no nationally or regionally designated landscape areas, but forms the
southern part of a more extensive Special Landscape Area (SLA) designated locally by Leeds
City Council for its high landscape value and covered by Policy N37, which seeks to protect
the designated areas from serious harm to its’ character and appearance. The site is located
with the Green Belt as defined by Leeds City Council and as such is recognised as being part
of the Strategic Green Infrastructure. Additionally, the site is allocated by saved Leeds UDP
Policy LT5B for the provision of leisure and tourism facilities, including cultural and sporting
activities of differing scales.
Landscape Character Assessments

5.5.3

At a national level, the site comprises of less than 0.2% of the land located within NCA Profile:
30 Southern Magnesian Limestone (NE464) and is typical of this landscape comprising of
open, rolling arable farmland enclosed by hedgerows, with plantation woodlands, historic
estate properties and parkland.

5.5.4

At a local level the character of the landscape is defined by Leeds City Council’s ‘Landscape
Character Assessment (Landscapes of Leeds)’ dated 1994. This classifies the site as being
located predominantly within ELB6 Aberford (a Wooded Farmland landscape) which has a
management strategy for this area as ‘Conservation of Existing Character’. A small area
along the western side (outside the proposed development area) is located in LCM15 Barwick
to Garforth (an Open Arable Farmland landscape) which has a management strategy of
‘Restoration of Character’.

5.5.5

The proposed scheme seeks to protect the inherent characteristics of this landscape and
utilise the visually screened and hidden areas of open agricultural land for development.
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Restricting the proposed scheme to areas which are currently (or could be) screened from
view from outside the site would safeguard the existing landscape characteristics and secure
the long term retention of what is currently plantation woodland managed for timber
production.
Site Landscape Context
5.5.6

The site has a rolling topography which includes the magnesian limestone ridge and
corresponding large ‘hollows’. These create an undulating landscape of wooded hills and
valleys interspersed with areas of more rolling farmland. This results in large visually enclosed
(hidden) areas which are surrounded by large blocks of mature woodland, with views out of
the site being largely restricted to two main areas: an area of elevated land north of Parlington
Lane and north-west of Throstle Nest Farm; and part of the area known as Parlington Park (to
the north of Wakefield Lodge).

5.5.7

Views towards the first areas are possible from both Long Lane, Garforth and a PRoW, and
are generally towards the site are across an undulating arable farmland towards a heavily
wooded screen which dominates the middle ground. Occasional partial and filtered views are
available through which small areas of arable farmland within the site are visible, especially
from parts of Long Lane, Garforth.

5.5.8

Views towards the second area from the south (the B1217) are towards an undulating and
rising arable farmland with trees and tree groups along the ridge generally restricting views
into the site. Close distance views are largely restricted by the boundary wall (approximately
1.8 m high), hedgerows, trees and woodland along the southern edge of the site. There is a
small area of the site between Park House Farm and Parlington Hollins partially visible from
the B1217, however, the local topography falls towards the site restricting the extent of the site
visible. There is an opportunity to undertake additional woodland planting which would extend
this characteristic landscape feature and will provide full screening of the site in the future.

5.5.9

Views towards the second area from the east are generally restricted by the network of roads,
over bridges and woodland at the junction of the M1 and A1(M) motorways, and the settlement
of Aberford. Where views are available, they are from a relatively close distance and tend to
be over rising arable farmland towards a wooded backdrop, with woodland and field trees
being significant landscape features.

5.5.10

The phased scheme would initially concentrate development to the visually hidden areas
whilst an advance landscape scheme would provide opportunities of development of the
limited partially visible areas of the site at a later date, once the proposed landscaping has
sufficiently matured to provide screening. The creation of new woodland blocks will add to the
age diversity of woodland locally, ensuring the long term retention of this characteristic
landscape feature whilst providing additional potential to provide additional species diversity
locally.
High sensitivity visual receptors

5.5.11

The well screened nature of the site restricts the potential number of high sensitivity receptors
within the local area to users of the Public Rights of Way (PRoW) which pass through the site
and a small number of residential receptors located within Parlington. PRoW crossing the site
will represent high sensitivity visual receptors within a Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment. It is expected that, through the development of an appropriate landscape
scheme, or the minor re-routing of footpaths, the impact on these receptors can be reduced to
an acceptable level.
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Agricultural land classification
5.5.12

The site includes a large area of arable farmland (predominantly Grade 3), which is of limited
value in terms of contribution to the Green Infrastructure. Development within this area has
potential to provide a significant contribution to the Green Infrastructure aspirations of Leeds
through an appropriate landscape master plan.
Summary

5.5.13

The majority of the site is screened from the surrounding landscape by the large mature
woodlands and rolling landform which provides an excellent opportunity to create new
development which is well screened from the surrounding settlements and the majority of local
PRoW.

5.5.14

The early development of a landscape masterplan with the implementation of woodland
planting as part of initial phases would allow sufficient time for the growth of trees and
woodland to complete significant screening of the small number of locations which are
currently partially visible, whilst adding to the extent of the local green infrastructure and
providing a greater age and species diversity to the local tree stock.

5.6

Flood Risk, Drainage and Utilities
Introduction

5.6.1

This section identifies existing utility infrastructure and provides some commentary on the kind
of enhancement that will be required to service a new development of the proposed size.
Currently, capacity data is not available from utility providers and, therefore, commentary
relating to the need for enhanced infrastructure is provisional and indicative only. An
assessment of capacities, utilising the data from providers, will be the subject of the next
stages of development and will be used to inform the detailed master planning of the site.

5.6.2

The review also identifies water bodies and flood risk relevant to the site, providing
commentary on possible strategies relating to the management of surface water for the
proposed development, for example through appropriate SUDS and the use of former ponds
within Parlington to enhance the solution and provide attenuation for part of the east Leeds
catchment.
Flood Risk

5.6.3

It was noted that the majority of the site falls to the south west, past Parlington Hall towards a
tributary of Cock Beck. There is an historic ornamental lake fed by this watercourse; however,
this is now heavily silted.

5.6.4

According to the Environment Agency (EA) maps, apart from the banks of Cock Beck, the site
is situated entirely within Flood Zone 1 (i.e. low risk, with less than 1 in 1000 annual probability
of river or sea flooding). The only land that is located within Flood Zones 2 and 3 (> 1:1000
and >1:100) are immediately adjacent to the Cock Beck, which follows the western and
northern boundary of the Site before passing through Aberford and discharging to the river
Wharfe immediately south, and downstream of Tadcaster.

5.6.5

The EA Surface Water flood map indicates that there a small areas that also flood, but these
are restricted to the banks of minor watercourses already present on the site. The proposed
development will introduce some impermeable areas, reducing the greenfield areas that
currently permit rainwater to infiltrate into the ground. This will increase rainfall runoff from the
site, which will be attenuated by measures identified further below.
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Figure 5.4: EA Flood Zone map

Figure 5.5: EA Surface Water Flood map
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Existing ponds
5.6.6

Consultation with the OS map indicates that there are small ponds located near
‘Gamekeepers Cottage’ and ‘Throstle Nest’ farm, and a partially silted up former ‘ornamental’
artificial lake in the SW corner of the site. This lake is connected to the Cock Beck that enters
the site from the SW and continues to the NE corner as noted above.
Future Site Attenuation

5.6.7

Guidance published by Leeds City Council and the government sponsored Construction
Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) Manual are relevant to the site. Both
documents promote the design and implementation of Sustainable urban Drainage Systems
(SuDS):

5.6.8

Guidance documents relevant to the future drainage of any developed site at Parlington are:
•

Sustainable Drainage in Leeds - Supplementary Guidance No. 22
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/council/Pages/Sustainable-Drainage.aspx

•

CIRIA SuDS Manual 2015 – available online:
http://www.ciria.org/Resources/Free_publications/SuDS_manual_C753.aspx

5.6.9

The documents will be considered as part of the detailed master planning exercise which will
identify the most appropriate solution/s according to the following hierarchy:
1) preventative measures - these include rainwater collection and use for toilet flushing,
garden and landscape watering and other uses. A simple example is a water butt but
more sophisticated systems are available to collect roof water and use it to
supplement mains water. As well as reducing the amount of surface water runoff to be
dealt with there are environmental and economic benefits of reduced demand for
mains water. 'Green' (vegetated) roofs can also reduce runoff.
2) permeable surfaces - these are hard or soft surface treatments which allow water to
infiltrate to the underlying subsoil. Permeable hard surfaces are becoming more
readily available commercially.
3) filter strips and swales - these vegetated landscape features collect water from
impermeable surfaces and allow it to soak into the ground.
4) infiltration devices - structures which drain water directly into the ground. These can
be used at source or the run-off may be conveyed to the infiltration area in a pipe or
swale.
5) detention techniques – basins, ponds, wetlands and other structures designed to hold
water when it rains and then release it in a controlled manner to a conventional
surface water drainage system.

5.6.10

The preferred policy position for Leeds City Council is that for sites which have not previously
been connected to the drainage infrastructure, or watercourse, surface water run-off rates will
not exceed the ‘greenfield’ run-off rate (i.e. the rate at which water flows over land which has
not previously been developed). This is relevant to the site owing to the lack of immediate
connection to surface water pipework. Therefore, SuDS will be an important consideration for
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developing the site and will be based upon the following table extracted from the Council’s
Sustainable Drainage in Leeds Supplementary Guidance:
Figure 5.6: SUDS Techniques

5.6.11

More than one of the above techniques will be required to service the development. To inform
preliminary sizing of suitable footprints, future impermeable areas and knowledge of site
infiltration will be considered at the detailed master planning stage. As three quarters of the
site is underlain with limestone, permeability could be expected to be reasonably high, which
is beneficial in managing and reducing site runoff. The former ‘ornamental’ lake in the SW
corner of the site could potentially be desilted and provide some balancing of surface water
runoff, subject to geological and permeability investigations. It further has potential to assist in
the control/attenuation of the flows in Cock Beck which discharge into the River Wharfe, with
consequential wider public benefits in terms of water management and flood risk.

5.6.12

It is likely that ground permeability values in the SW corner of the site will different from the
other three quarters of the site, which sits on limestone. The existing lake in the SW corner
could be utilised as a detention basin, as well as a recreational lake with a perimeter footpath.
However, it is unlikely to be able to receive surface water runoff from all areas of the
development by gravity flow and that more than one lake/basin/ lagoon/ underground tank will
be required to allow temporary detention of surface water storm flows by gravity, prior to
discharge to watercourse. An estimation of the volume of the basin(s) and the number of
basins can be estimated when preliminary layout of the housing and roads has been
established and infiltration tests across the site have been carried out.

5.6.13

The EA website confirms that the site does not lie within a Groundwater protection zone and
therefore surface water could be allowed to infiltrate into the ground to reduce any requirement
for rainwater attenuation storage requirement. This means that balancing, detention or
retention ponds should not need a liner; water can be allowed to infiltrate. An example of
detention basin (extracted from CIRIA SuDS Manual 2015) is provided below:
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Figure 5.7: Example of a detention basin

5.6.14

Given that water can be allowed to infiltrate, this means that swales alongside roads will be an
appropriate SuDS feature. Swales can be used to direct flows to a constructed wetland or
balancing, detention or retention ponds and reduce their storage volume by allowing infiltration
to occur. An example is provided below:
Image 5.8: Example of a Swale

5.6.15

Rainwater that does not infiltrate would need to be discharged via attenuation facilities to Cock
Beck, which runs along the western and northern boundary, with flow restricted to greenfield
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runoff values. This means that balancing, detention or retention ponds should direct their
outlets to the Cock Beck (with outlet flow restriction measures).
Existing Utility Services
Water Network
5.6.16

Plans obtained from Yorkshire Water show that a water main feeds the few houses along
Parlington Lane; it comes down from Cattle Lane to the north along the unnamed road to
Parlington Home Farm.
Sewage Network

5.6.17

In terms of the sewage network, the same plans from Yorkshire Water confirm that there is no
network currently serving the site, with the existing properties being served by septic tanks.
Northern Gas Network

5.6.18

A low pressure 4” main approaches from Long Lane to the west. This is a tapping of the
Regional high pressure main and feeds the existing properties on Parlington Lane. The
Regional High Pressure gas main crosses the NW corner of the Parlington site.
Northern Powergrid cables

5.6.19

Numerous Northern Powergrid cables, both HV and LV cross the site.
Future Utility Provision

5.6.20

Discussions will soon commence with Utility providers, which will require an indication of the
number of houses, their approximate locations and phasing of the development.
Water Network

5.6.21

The existing water main entering the site is insufficient to cater for a housing development of
this scale. Therefore, a new water supply to the site will be required. Discussions will soon
commence with Yorkshire Water treatment planners and network modellers regarding current
water supply to the area and their current capability to supply to the new development.
Sewage Network

5.6.22

There is currently no adopted foul sewerage within the site. Therefore, a new foul sewer
network will be required to service the new development(s) in accordance with WRc’s Sewers
for Adoption (http://sfa.wrcplc.co.uk/), which can then be adopted by Yorkshire Water.

5.6.23

The surrounding settlements are currently served by a number of small treatment works.
Barwick and Aberford have their own small works, which are assumed to have limited
capacity. Garforth also has its own works. There is a relatively new works at Micklefield,
approximately 2.8 miles from the site, which does have space for expansion.

5.6.24

The proposed development could be served either by a new treatment works within the site, or
pumped to an existing treatment works, with capacity for expansion to handle the additional
load. Whichever option is selected, in consultation with Yorkshire Water, the solution will be
sufficiently flexible to allow for expansion as the development is constructed. This avoids the
need for full capital investment at an early stage, but also means that effective treatment can
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be provided without the risk of sewage septicity or other problems as a result of low flows in
the initial stages of development.
Northern Gas Networks
5.6.25

The existing 4” gas main will be inadequate to supply the new development. However, a new
tapping off the Regional High Pressure main, just outside the SW corner of the site, is likely to
be able to supply the new development.
Northern Powergrid

5.6.26

Actual connections will be determined after consultation with Northern Powergrid. Owing to the
number of HV cables in the vicinity, it is anticipated that supply of the new development(s) will
not provide any specific difficulties for the supplier and that site specific requirements (such as
sub stations) can readily be provided.

5.6.27

Liaison with Northern Powergrid has recently confirmed the following:
•

There is a 23 MVA rated primary sub-station with 8 -10 MVA spare (suitable for future
development);

•

Without further study it is estimated that this 11kV station could feed the new
development without reinforcement from 132kV lines;

•

The name of this primary substation is Barwick (see photograph below) and its
nearest postal address is 89 Barwick Rd, LS15 8SP, at a distance of approximately
3km west of the western site boundary (direct as the crow flies);

•

Estimating on a need per household of 2KVA, a development of 3000 houses would
need 6 to 7 new sub stations and 5000 houses would need 10 to 12 new sub-stations
to be fed from the primary sub-station.

Image 5.9: Existing Barwick primary sub station

Telecommunications
5.6.28

No specific difficulties are anticipated; existing buildings within the site are already serviced by
BT openreach. Enquiries will be made with providers when more definitive development plans
are available.
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Utility Diversions
5.6.29

Investigations thus far indicate that the only major infrastructure element that crosses the site
is the Regional High Pressure gas main, but this is located outside the development boundary
of the Concept Plan and therefore present no direct obstruction to development.

5.6.30

The other significant infrastructure elements that may need diversion are various HV and LV
electrical cables that cross the site. These are located on timber poles, not on steel pylons,
and are not considered prohibitive to development. Additionally, BT openreach cables are
attached to timber poles, so any diversions that may be required will not be prohibitive.

5.7

Listed Buildings - Heritage & Culture

5.7.1

Parlington contains one Grade II* Listed Building (the Triumphal Arch) and the following five
Grade II Listed Buildings:
•

Gardens House;

•

Deer Shelter;

•

Park House Farmhouse;

•

Parlington Lane Cottage; and

•

Hookmoor Lodges.

5.7.2

None of the Listed Buildings are required to be removed to allow for the development of
Parlington. On the contrary, they are recognised as important assets which will be preserved
and, where appropriate, enhanced by the proposed development.

5.7.3

Hookmoor Lodges, Parlington Lane Cottage and the Deer Shelter are remote from the area
proposed for development and as such the buildings and setting are not considered to be
unduly impacted by the proposed settlement.

5.7.4

Gardens House (see image 5.5) is a late 18 century building located centrally within the site
and surrounded by existing woodland. It is of a red brick construction with stone dressings, a
stone slate roof and a wall enclosing a semi-circular garden around its northern elevation. It is
currently occupied for residential purposes and is identified as a potential location to
accommodate appropriate community facilities such as a GP surgery, dentists, nursery etc.

5.7.5

Park House Farmhouse (see image 5.6) is a late 18 century farmhouse constructed of
magnesian limestone, stone slate roofs, brick chimneys. It is located close to, and to the rear
of, the modern agricultural buildings and farmhouse immediately access off the B1217. The
property is currently unoccupied having been vacated by its previous tenant in 2014. The
landowner is in the process of commissioning a series of improvement works to ensure the
future of the building, following the grant of planning permission (14/05278/FU) and listed
building consent (14/05279/LI) in 2015. The masterplanning exercise will review the use of the
building further and ensure the main building, curtilage and setting are fully considered at the
outset.

5.7.6

The Triumphal Arch (see image 5.4) is located at the end of tree lined access running centrally
through an area known as Parlington Park (which also contains the Deer Shelter cited above).
It occupies a prominent and grand position at the end of the access and, other than some
fleeting views from Home Farm, is mainly screened from the main development area by

th

th
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existing woodland. The landowner is particularly proud of the Triumphal Arch whose
importance will be paramount as part of subsequent masterplanning.
5.7.7

All of the Listed Buildings on the site have a particular importance in terms of their
architectural and historical qualities. It is important that the physical attributes and knowledge
surrounding these buildings is not lost and, therefore, any development will seek to preserve
and enhance these buildings as an educational resource, thereby ensuring the character,
identity and history of the site is carried forward into future generations.

5.8

Ecology
Introduction

5.8.1

Parlington mainly comprises of predominantly agricultural (arable) land and blocks of recently
planted commercial woodland. The agricultural land is largely devoid of significant features of
ecological interest.

5.8.2

There are two locally designated non-statutory Sites of Ecological or Geological Interest
(SEGI) within the site; Parlington Hollins and Barwick Banks, both of which are extensive
replanted woodlands spanning the Magnesian limestone and coal measures. Further ecology
surveys, including a detailed Phase 1 Habitat survey, will be necessary to fully define the
ecological baseline of the site against which the potential impacts of any future development
can be assessed. However, the ecologically diverse woodlands on the site will be retained
and enhanced as part of the future masterplan. A summary of the desk study information
gathered to inform the current high level ecological appraisal of the site is provided below.
Requirements for further survey work, as well as potential impacts and mitigation/
compensation on ecological receptors identified through the desk study exercise are
summarised in Appendix D.
Desk Study

5.8.3

Desk study information was obtained from the following sources:
•

North and East Yorkshire Ecological Data Centre (NEYEDC);

•

Multi-Agency Geographical Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) website;

•

Historic documents relating to a range of environmental surveys prepared around
1998;

•

Bat survey results for Park House Farmhouse (AECOM, 2015); and

•

Bat survey results for The Gardens House (URS, 2012).

Statutory and Non-statutory Designated Sites
5.8.4

The desk study identified one statutory designated Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in
the wider area. There are also a number of non-statutory designations within the wider area,
comprising four Local Wildlife Sites (LWS), four Sites of Ecological or Geological Interest
(SEGI) and two Leeds Nature Areas (LNA). The second and third tier SEGI and LNA sites are
currently being merged into the single LWS designation, and therefore some of designations
currently overlap until this process has been formally completed. All three local designations
are offered the same protection under local planning policy.
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Table 5.7: Statutory and Non-statutory Designated Sites within 1km of the site boundary
Site

Summary of Interest Features

Distance from Scheme

Statutory Designated Sites
Hook Moor
SSSI

Five sections of roadside embankment
of A1 at Hook Moor junction, south of
Aberford.
Magnesian limestone grassland
supporting the Nationally Rare and Near
Threatened plant species thistle
broomrape (Orobanche reticulata). This
species is subject to legal protection
under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended)

Outside the site and
approximately 50 m to the
west (separated from the site
by the B1217).

Non-statutory Designated Sites
Parlington
Hollins SEGI

Replanted woodland spanning the
Magnesian limestone and coal
measures with characteristics of both
rock types. Diverse woodland canopy
and ground flora supporting a range of
birds and invertebrates.

Within the site (but outside
the area identified for
development)

Barwick Bank
SEGI

Magnesian limestone ash woodland with
typical calcareous ground flora along
Cock Beck corridor.

Within with site (but outside
the area identified for
development)

Becca Banks
SEGI/ LWS

Magnesian limestone ash woodland with
diverse ground flora, along Cock Beck
corridor.

Adjacent to north-east
boundary (but outside the
area identified for
development).

Hawks Nest
Wood LWS/
LNA

Diverse habitats including bluebell
woodland ground flora and ponds
supporting breeding great crested newts
and other amphibians.

Outside the site and
approximately 50 m to the
south (on south side of M1)

Wendel Hill
Bank SEGI/
LWS

One of the most diverse and floristically
rich calcareous grasslands in West
Yorkshire. Likely invertebrate interest
(although no detailed survey
undertaken).

Outside the site and
approximately 1 km to the
north-west

Aberford Osiers
SEGI/ LNA/
LWS

Species-rich wet woodland.

Outside the site and
approximately 0.7 km to the
north-east (on eastern side of
A1)

Protected Species Records
5.8.5

A summary of the protected species records obtained from West Yorkshire Ecology is
provided in Table 5.8 below, and this is supplemented with protected species information
obtained during the course of other surveys (by AECOM and others) of the site since the late
1990s.
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Table 5.8: Summary of Protected Species Records in 1 km Study Area
Species

Summary of Records Received

Approximate
distance from site

Great
crested newt
(Triturus
cristatus)

No desk study records from within the site.
Pond surveys in 1998 did not record any evidence
of this species.
Several desk study records in local area including
at Hawks Nest Wood (50 m south) and Becca Hall
(750 m north).

Closest record is
located outside of the
site, approximately
50 m to the south (in
Hawks Nest Wood
LWS/ LNA) separated
from Parlington by the
M1.

Bats

Brown long-eared bat (Plecotus auritus) roost
recorded in 1998 at SE 423 362 within the site
(thought to be at Parlington Hall).
Soprano pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pygmaeus)
maternity roost and two possible common
pipistrelle (P. pipistrellus) roosts at Becca Hall and
Aberford respectively.
Records for bat activity within the site were
returned for the following species: noctule
(Nyctalus noctula) and common pipistrelle.

Nearest roost is within
the site boundary.

Birds

Records for red kite (Milvus milvus) a Wildlife and
Countryside Act Schedule 1 species and ten
NERC Act Section 41 species were returned for
the study area.
Previous surveys have identified a likely barn owl
(Tyto alba) nest/ roost site in outbuildings at Park
House Farmhouse within the site.

Within site boundary.

Otter (Lutra
lutra)

Small number of records of otter along Cock
Beck, including one record from within the site
boundary (but outside of the area identified for
development).

Within site boundary
(but outside the area
identified for
development).

Controlled
Weed
Species

One record for Indian balsam (Impatiens
glandulifera) located adjacent to the north-east
boundary of the area identified for development.
Additional records for giant hogweed (Heracleum
mantegazzianum), Indian balsam and New
Zealand pigmyweed (Crassula helmsii) located
outside of the area identified for development,
south of the M1.
Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) is also
known to be present along Parlington Lane.

One record located
adjacent to the area
identified for
development.

Common
toad (Bufo
bufo)

Two records of common toad outside the Scheme
boundaries.

Closest located 400 m
south of the area
identified for
development
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Initial Appraisal
5.8.6

An initial appraisal of the site has been undertaken, based on information collected during the
desk study and previous surveys by AECOM and others within the site, to identify potential
ecological constraints to future development of the site.

5.8.7

Potential implications on the proposed development have also been identified e.g. the need for
a European Protected Species Mitigation (EPSM) licence, requirement for ecological buffer
zones etc. It should be noted that this is a high level appraisal and that further surveys will
better define the scope of the required ecology surveys.

5.8.8

A summary of the findings of the desk study, along with a brief discussion as to the scope of
further surveys required is provided in Appendix D. Brief discussion as to the potential
implications of impacts resulting from the proposed scheme on protected species/ habitat is
also provided.
Summary

5.8.9

A large amount of baseline ecological data have been collected on the site since the 1990s,
and therefore a great deal is known about the habitat distribution and likely presence/ absence
of protected species, although extensive further survey work is required to develop an
adequate baseline for the purposes of future scheme design, environmental impact
assessment, and mitigation specification and design.

5.8.10

Impacts on the majority of the ecological receptors are anticipated to be adequately mitigated
largely through the sensitive design of the masterplan, which will avoid the most ecologically
diverse areas on site such as Parlington Hollins and Barwick Bank SEGIs, as well as the other
woodland areas on the site. These features will be incorporated into the design, and
enhanced and managed as part of a long term biodiversity mitigation and enhancement
strategy for the site, which offers substantial opportunities for beneficial management and
habitat creation within the masterplan area. It is anticipated that a Biodiversity Enhancement
and Management Plan (BEMP) will be developed for the site as a whole, to be implemented
on a phased basis as the development progresses.

5.8.11

The following ecological receptors have been confirmed as present within the site, and are
likely to require impact avoidance through sensitive masterplanning and/ or designed-in
mitigation/ compensation as the scheme design progresses:

5.8.12

•

Locally designated sites – Parlington Hollins and Barwick Bank SEGIs.

•

Badger – numerous setts present within the site.

•

Otter – present on Cock Beck.

•

Bats – confirmed soprano pipistrelle roost within the site.

•

Breeding birds – records from within the site estate including red kite and potentially
nesting barn owl.

•

Invasive non-native plant species – Japanese knotweed has been recorded within the
site.

The following ecological receptors have been identified as potentially present based on desk
study and habitat information:
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•

Great crested newts – populations present nearby; further surveys required to confirm
presence/ absence following appraisal of pond suitability.

•

Water vole – no known populations in local area; further surveys required to confirm
presence/ absence.

•

Reptiles – may be present in suitable habitat on site; further surveys may be
necessary following appraisal of habitat suitability.

•

Terrestrial and aquatic invertebrates – rare or notable species may be present in
habitats on site; further surveys necessary to determine presence/ absence.

5.8.13

Lastly, white clawed crayfish are unlikely to be present based on previous surveys which did
not record this species; confirmation of habitat unsuitability is likely to be sufficient to scope
out further surveys.

5.9

Other Considerations

5.9.1

Archaeology: the site was previously the subject of a desk based assessment which identified
some pockets of the site that require further investigation. An early task of the project will be
to bring this work up to date, in compliance with the NPPF, to identify whether any further predetermination assessment (including any intrusive works) is required which may then influence
the detailed masterplanning of the site.

5.9.2

Noise: It is noted that the M1 motorway is a source of noise which will require consideration
during detailed masterplanning. Owing to the separation distances, it is not considered that
the noise will have significant effects upon residents of the new settlement. However, given
that the owner owns all the land between the motorway and the settlement, there are a range
of mitigation options that could be considered such as the creation of an earth bund located
aside the motorway and additional tree planting.

5.9.3

Minerals and Waste: The site contains no minerals and waste management sites (as identified
by the adopted Leeds Natural Resources and Waste Development Plan Document) and no
mineral safeguarding areas relating to sand and gravel. A small part of the site to the south of
Parlington Lane falls within a much wider minerals safeguarding area relating to coal, which
forms a continuous safeguarding area to the western boundary of Leeds (i.e. it captures
broadly half of all land within the Leeds administrative area). Therefore, it is considered that
the development will have an almost negligible impact on the availability of, and access to,
coal resources.

5.9.4

At this stage, it is not known whether removal of the small area of coal will prove to be
economically viable; however, this will be considered in due course, particularly if removal will
result in other beneficial environmental effects such as creating additional storage for surface
water attenuation.
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6.

PARLINGTON – GUIDING PRINCIPLES

6.1

From the vision guiding the Concept Plan, a series of principles have been drawn. The
following key principles will inform the detailed master planning of the site and aim to create
attractive and sustainable communities that can stand the test of time:
•

Respectful of context and surroundings. The new development will respect the
immediate context by positively reflecting the built pattern, the landscape framework
and the ‘breathing space’ of other communities; it will utilise existing and new mature
woodland and farmland to establish a defensible buffer, which will be safeguarded
through a long term comprehensive management plan, to be a recreational and
educational resource for the residents and local communities.

•

Green Infrastructure. One of the key assets of the sites and the surrounding areas is
the existing green infrastructure. This will be used this to create a network of green
spaces and routes linking parks, squares and countryside. The routes will have the
opportunity to link to areas beyond the development for the benefit of surrounding
communities.

•

Walkable neighbourhoods and well connected. Conveniently located nearby the
strategic road network and based upon a series of neighbourhoods that are connected
with tree lined streets and convenient routes; where distances between homes, local
centres, schools, open spaces and employment areas can be easily reached by foot,
cycle or public transport (including a service to the railway station at Garforth) and
where pedestrians and cyclists feel safe.

•

Enabling public transport. The layout and location of different land uses will favour a
convenient public transport service. It is envisaged that a frequent bus service passing
through key parts of the different communities; such as neighbourhood centres,
employment, schools and the like.

•

Thriving local centres. Conveniently located facilities and services for the community;
providing shopping, ancillary office and employment opportunities, community centre
facilities, schools, local healthcare and social services, and a place of worship within a
sustainable environment.

•

Active, inclusive and safe. Offering a cohesive settlement with generous open space
including new community allotments and orchard, green open spaces, play and sports
facilities.

•

Broad range of housing. The new community will provide the full range of housing
choices – for families, singles, young couples, retired and older people, and those with
special housing needs. The aim is to provide a balanced community that meets the full
range of aspirations. Homes with good sized gardens will be set within an
environmentally friendly green setting - a distinctive place that will mature and improve
over time. A mix of traditional and contemporary design, with sufficient space for car
parking to make sure that all needs are catered for.

•

Job Opportunities. This will be much more than just a great place to live. The
development can provide space for businesses - large and small - and services in
which local people can build their careers. Phase 7A extends to 11.5 ha and has been
identified as a possible location for a dedicated employment related site that can
contribute towards meeting the employment land supply required by the Leeds Core
Strategy. Owing to the employment land lost as a result of the withdrawal of Headley
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Hall, 7 ha of the 11.5 ha is identified for possible employment use which can be varied
subject to the Council’s employment supply position. The site can be advanced before
the seventh phase and could, for example, initially convert the grade II listed Park
House Farmhouse as a key landmark feature of the site, together with redeveloping
the modern agricultural buildings that front onto the B1217. The wider settlement will
provide opportunities in a range of workplaces, to the benefit of new residents as well
as neighbouring existing communities. Homes themselves will be equipped with the
latest available technologies to enable flexible working practices.
•

Energy Efficient and Environmentally Sensitive. Providing places for people to live and
work that respect the environment incorporating feasible and state of the art energy
efficiency systems. This is an area where technology and policy is evolving rapidly
and the optimum approach will need careful consideration. For example, a sustainable
energy facility is being considered which will utilise land within the buffer zone and the
existing managed woodlands to provide a local, sustainable and renewable form of
biomass energy for the benefit of the community. At the individual home level, feasible
energy systems such as photovoltaics as well as passive heat materials will be
considered.

•

Inclusive. Planning of the new community will be pursued in close consultation with
local residents and business as well as the Council (as local planning authority) to
ensure that the new community complements existing local services, reflects local
opinions and delivers its aspirations.
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7.

GREEN BELT

7.1

The National Planning Policy Framework advises that Green Belt boundaries should only be
altered in exceptional circumstances. Such circumstances have been acknowledged by Leeds
City Council in the adopted Core Strategy and as a result a Green Belt review methodology
has been established by the Council to help objectively inform the preparation of the Site
Allocations Plant. The criteria of this methodology mirror the first four of the five purposes of
Green Belt (the fifth relating to urban regeneration is not considered relevant), as set out in
paragraph 80 of the NPPF.
To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas

7.2

The proposed site benefits from significant woodland which contains the boundaries of the
proposed residential area. Where gaps in that woodland exist, additional planting is proposed
to assist in containing any future development and mitigate the landscape and visual effect of
the built form. The land surrounding the proposed settlement is within the same ownership and
is extensive. This is a significant advantage and will be used to ensure that a community
based (or similar) agreement is entered into that would require the management of these
areas for specified purposes.

7.3

The release of this site from the Green Belt would allow for new defensible and enduring
boundaries to be defined and allow control against the unrestricted urban sprawl.
To prevent neighbouring towns from merging

7.4

The new development will utilise existing and new mature woodland and farmland to establish
a defensible buffer, which will be safeguarded through to a long term management plan
including its use as a recreational and educational resource for the residents and local
communities. This will ensure that the extent of the proposed development is maintained and
avoid merging with the nearby settlements of Barwick-in-Elmet, Aberford and Garforth.
Further, the development will ease the pressure on other settlements located in the Outer
North East who could be subject to growth if the Parlington site were not to go ahead.

7.5

Therefore, it is considered that the development of the site would not result in the merging of
settlements.
To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment

7.6

As previously stated, the development will ease the pressure on other settlements located in
the Outer North East which could be subject to growth, and subsequent encroachment into the
countryside, if the Parlington site were not to go ahead. At a broad level, the two immediate
choices are the piecemeal expansion of settlements within the Outer North East (many with
little or no facilities) or containing that piecemeal growth within one settlement and the critical
mass that this would generate to allow the sustainable provision of facilities and services.

7.7

Therefore, the development will assist in safeguarding the countryside from relatively
unsustainable and piecemeal encroachment.
To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns
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7.8

The nearby settlements of Aberford and Barwick-in-Elmet are acknowledged as having long
and significant histories. The scale of the proposed development is such that impacts relating
to landscape/ visual and transport are likely to have the greatest impact upon the setting and
special character of these and other nearby settlements. As is demonstrated by Figure 6.3, the
vast majority of traffic associated with the new settlement will utilise the M1 and avoid the
nearby settlements. As such, traffic is not considered to have a significant effect on nearby
historic settlements and this will be considered further as part of future transport assessments
and modelling. In terms of landscape and visual effects, section 6.5 identifies the site to be
screened from the surrounding landscape and surrounding settlements by the large mature
woodlands and rolling landform. Consequently, it is not considered that the setting of nearby
historic settlements will be unduly impacted by the proposed settlement.

7.9

Therefore, the development will preserve the setting of surrounding historic settlements,
including any special character that those settlements may contain.
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8.

DELIVERABILITY AND VIABILITY
Background & Context

8.1

The ownership, location and setting of Parlington presents an opportunity to provide a high
quality residential and amenity offer, guided by a tailor-made masterplan. Its potential to offer
a mix of tenure types will enable the scheme to benefit from a diverse market appeal and draw
demand from a wide sphere of influence.

8.2

Parlington is unique in many respects including the fact that the interests of landowner,
promoter and developer are combined. Parlington is owned by M&G UK Property Fund (M&G
UK PF), a flagship balanced fund for institutional investors established in 1971. It is managed
by M&G Real Estate, one of the largest institutional property investors in the UK. M&G UK PF
is promoting Parlington and will also act as Lead Developer.

8.3

M&G Real Estate, M&G Investments’ and M&G Real Estate’s UK Residential Property Fund
property and lending experience in the infrastructure and social housing sectors could not only
have the potential to act as a source of investment for the project, but could bring a wealth of
real estate expertise and knowledge which could help to ensure the successful development
of Parlington. Their experience is outlined below:
•

M&G Real Estate - is the real estate fund management arm of M&G Investments.
M&G Real Estate has over 80 years’ experience in fund management and £24 billion
of real estate assets under management (as at 31st December 2015), -

•

M&G Investments - has over 80 years’ experience in fund management and £246
billion of assets under management (as at 31st December 2015), including exposure
to social housing and infrastructure markets.
Social Housing: With over 20 years of lending experience and around £6 billion
invested in social housing, M&G Investments enables housing associations to gain
access to long-term funding. For example, a notable transaction includes the funding
of £156 million to 17 different Welsh housing associations resulting in over 1,000 new
affordable homes.
Infrastructure: M&G Investments has extensive experience in investing in
infrastructure, across both debt and equity. M&G’s infrastructure debt portfolio totals
over £45 billion across both the public and private markets, while Infracapital, M&G’s
unlisted infrastructure equity team, acquires and actively manages core infrastructure
assets in a portfolio worth over £2.4 billion.

•

M&G Real Estate’s UK Residential Property Fund – a 'build to rent' fund that
focuses on the UK’s growing private rental sector (PRS) currently manages a portfolio
of 840 units across 16 schemes in PRS with a net asset value of over £207 million (as
at 31st December 2015). Notable investments include the funding of a sustainable
152-unit scheme in North Acton London and the funding of a 97-unit scheme in Bath.

Market Overview – Leeds Core Strategy
8.4

The Leeds Core Strategy adopted on 12 November 2014 sets out the strategic vision for the
development in the City until 2028, and has a primary focus on:
•

Introduction of affordable housing targets and thresholds.

•

Setting pitch targets for gypsies, travellers and travelling show people.
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•

Reviewing green belt boundaries in a way that directs development to the most
sustainable locations/developments.

•

Ensuring there is a continuous supply of sites for housing.

•

Introducing a monitoring schedule.

•

Providing guidance regarding the projected number of new homes required in Leeds
(current gross projection is around 70,000 by 2028, with 66,000 requiring allocation).

Market Overview – General Context
8.5

The market is currently witnessing an up-turn in activity as residential developers are
preparing for new development, higher turnover and greater vibrancy, following a period of
softer-market condition.

8.6

There is an increasing demand for quality, well-located properties. According to Jones Lang
Lassalle forecasts:
•

There could be up to an 18 percent rise in prices between 2016 and 2019.

•

In terms of demographics, JLL expect an increase of 4,000 households requiring
housing between 2014 and 2019.

•

The latest stamp duty changes, which reduce the costs for the majority of housing
transactions in Northern England, are expected to help boost activity within the
market.

8.7

In July 2014, UK government announced its historic £1bn Local Growth Deal to create tens of
thousands of new jobs and accelerate economic growth across the entire city region. Over six
years, the Leeds City Region will receive £573 million (the largest allocation to any region) to
expand training, housing and infrastructure for continued economic development, plus an
extra £420 million over 20 years to deliver the West Yorkshire Plus Transport Fund for rail and
road improvements. A recent positive indicator in this regard is the recent announcement of
the proposed £55 million flat- pack house factory in Sherburn-in-Elmet (approximately a 10
minute drive from Parlington). This large investment is backed by Legal and General who
suggest that the new facility will go some way to solving the UK’s housing crisis, reducing
construction costs and times for new homes.

8.8

The new high-speed rail link between Leeds, Birmingham and London (HS2) will unlock
capacity and bring a reduced journey time of 82 minutes from Leeds to London. HS2 is
forecast to deliver 19,700 potential new jobs and a single economic corridor that will boost the
Leeds City Region economy by £7.8 billion every year.
Residential Rental Market Overview

8.9

The Leeds city centre rental market has been increasingly active over the past few years
though actual rental rates have not changed much during this time. However, with demand
now pushing ahead of available supply, rents have begun to shift upward. Indeed, rents
increased by 7.7 percent during 2014.
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8.10

Data shows that there is a distinct lack of rental product available. These dynamics have led to
occupancy rates in excess of 98 percent in the city centre, higher rates of renewal and upward
pressure on rental levels. Rents start from £450 per month for a modern one bedroom
apartment, £470 per month for a one-bedroom townhouse, £600 per month for a two bedroom
house and £1,200 for a four-bed property per month.
Figure 8.1: Historical and Forecasted Rental Growth in Leeds

Residential Market Analysis – Regional Sales Prices
8.11

Property prices in Leeds have been broadly in line with regional averages:
Figure 8.2: Median House Prices by Local Authority Jan 2013 – June 2014

8.12

Further, prices are forecasted to rise over the next five years:
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Figure 8.3: Leeds Area Price Uplift Forecasts

Market Absorption in the Parlington wider area
8.13

In order to estimate the demand potential for the proposed Parlington residential project,
analysis has been undertaken of the annual sales data in the east of Leeds city centre from
2010 to 2015. This data was sourced from the Land Registry by post code. The sample
includes over 3,232 samples and captures the area shown in Figure 8.4.
Figure 8.4: Geographic Area of Market Absorption Data
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8.14

The highlighted geographic area captures the east of Leeds that might reasonably be
considered the ‘sphere of market influence’ for the project. The Leeds Core Strategy highlights
the needs to deliver 66,000 new dwellings in the Leeds City Region between 2012 and 2028.
Of these, approximately 30,000 are set to be delivered to the east of Leeds.

8.15

For this high level appraisal, a review has been undertaken of recorded transactions for
detached and semi-detached homes, as well as townhouses and apartments.

8.16

Figure 8.5 provides both the total volume of recorded property transactions in the sphere of
the market influence and, for reference, the volume of ‘new property’ transactions. As shown,
the total volume of transactions averaged at 4,500 per annum over this period whilst the
volume of new property transactions averaged 550 per annum.

Total Annual Absorption

Figure 8.5: Historical Absorption Rates
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Source: AECOM and Land Registry

Based on the research of the area, it is considered that there are a number of factors that
would allow the project to secure a strong sales absorption rate. They include:
•

Absence of supply.

•

An extraordinary countryside setting. Extremely rare ‘new build’ development
scheme.

•

The very good connectivity of the site. Parlington benefits from a strong location
alongside both the M1 and A1 (M) motorways.

•

The potential to create a mixed-use development, with a broad amenity and
residential product offer (i.e. a well-conceived masterplanned community).

•

Progressing two main developments in parallel concentrated on the two district
centres to the north and south of Parlington Lane.

•

A strong marketing and sales campaign with the involvement of professional real
estate advisors.
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8.18

Additionally, delivery rates can be extended further owing to the position of the landowner.
Being a pension fund, the landowner is not overly constrained by house prices and has the
resources to ensure that a particularly delivery rate is achieved through, for example:
•

Acting as developer thereby allowing direct control over housing delivery.

•

Fixed price incentives (which provide a formulated adjustment of the contract price
and profit).

•

Including penalties upon the developer if certain delivery rates are not achieved.

•

Access to a number of other relevant funds and sources of finance within M&G which
could enhance the overall offer of the project.

Unit Typologies and Sales Prices in Parlington Wider Area
8.19

This is identified in the table below and is based upon 100 current real estate agent’s listings:
Figure 8.6: Unit Typologies and Sales Prices in Parlington Wider Area
Unit Type

Min Unit Price

Max Unit Price

Min Area (sqm) Max Area (sqm)

Min Price

Max Price

3 Bedroom

£230,000

£500,000

£85

£193

£2,336

£3,512

4 bedroom

£290,000

£550,000

£129

£201

£2,214

£3,567

5 bedroom

£428,000

£1,200,000

£147

£341

£2,080

£3,673

6 bedroom

£775,000

£1,695,000

£300

£586

£1,400

£4,065

2 bedroom

£150,000

£226,000

55

90

£2,239

£3,182

3 bedroom

£185,000

£315,000

73

127

£2,353

£3,014

4 Bedroom

£345,000

£660,000

132

218

£1,835

£3,788

2 Bedroom

£110,000

£199,000

43

77

£1,746

£3,256

3 Bedroom

£140,000

£235,000

65

105

£1,333

£2,876

4 Bedroom

£200,000

£385,000

85

154

£2,054

£2,853

2 Bedroom

£110,000

£265,000

71

103

£1,545

3,155

3 bedroom

£128,000

£295,950

74

122

£1,347

3,041

4 bedroom

£145,000

£399,950

81

275

£1,364

2,296

1 bedroom

£85,000

£120,000

38

57

£1,667

£2,762

2 bedroom

£125,000

£158,000

52

87

£1,761

£2,884

3 bedroom

£245,000

£550,000

95

173

£2,379

£4,158

Detached House

Detached Bungalow

Semi-detached

Townhouse

Apartment

Source: AECOM and Various Estate Agents
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Market Summary
8.20

With limited activity for several years, the Leeds residential market is predicted to pick up
strongly in 2016. A shortage of new build development and quality secondary stock keeps the
rental market increasingly active, while the demand in the sales market remains unsatisfied.
This creates favourable conditions for a new residential scheme.

8.21

The adopted Leeds Core Strategy provides the framework from which housing development
will be delivered. This will assist in resolving the housing sector issues such as lack of quality
supply and provision. Whilst supply is focused towards the Leeds Urban/ City area, the Outer
North East is witnessing a significant shortfall but, given the improved transport links and
connectivity of Parlington, the site is a significant draw for existing and incoming Leeds
residents, encouraging them to move to a ‘greener’ area.

8.22

A rural profile of the area suggests a limited demand for (and therefore supply of) apartments
and higher provision of townhouses, detached and semi-detached units on the project site. At
the same time, Leeds Development Programme highlights the need for a diverse mix of
housing comprising 75 percent housing and 25 percent flats with a large proportion of two and
three bedroom properties. The forecasted house price uplift for properties in the Leeds area is
expected to be 5 percent during 2016-2017.

8.23

As shown, total sales per annum reach an average of 4,500 units, within which new property
sales account for between 484 and 670 units per annum in the area to the east of Leeds,
outside the city centre. The particular characteristics of the site provide the opportunity to
achieve significantly high sales volumes, which can be further extended owing to the
favourable mechanisms at the disposal of the landowner.

8.24

There is a requirement to include a mix of tenure types in new projects in Leeds. In
accordance the with Leeds City Council’s publicised policy and guidance, the project site falls
into Zone 1 of the region’s housing targets. This suggests a provision of up to 35 percent
affordable housing inclusion in the project if 10 residential units or more were to be
constructed. Alongside for sale properties and affordable housing, there is also a need to
provide high quality private rental accommodation, which has seen a growth as a proportion of
the UK’s total housing stock, providing a flexible tenure choice.

8.25

In conclusion, Parlington’s setting and strong transport connectivity will make this a highly
desirable scheme within the market, promoted by a uniquely qualified and entitled
landowner/developer. It presents the opportunity to deliver the targeted residential units
comprising a mix of affordable homes and commercial property within a remarkable setting – a
setting that demands the delivery of an exceptional scheme that has the potential to represent
a flagship development.
Viability

8.26

As would be expected, AECOM and M&G UK PF have undertaken a cost appraisal of the
project, inclusive of various upfront infrastructure costs. The site is predominantly greenfield
with no significant technical constraints and, coupled with a strong market appeal, M&G UK
PF remains confident that the scheme is a viable proposition and is capable of delivering the
community benefits described below.
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Community Investment
8.27

8.28

Based upon the guiding principles identified in section 6 of this report, a range of community
benefits and investments are envisaged to be delivered by the project and are identified
below:
•

Education - nursery, a total of four forms of entry for primary schools (which is
assumed to be two form entry primary schools), and a contribution equivalent to the
provision of two forms of entry for a secondary school.

•

Health and Social Care Facilities - primary care Facility (GP and dentist), contributions
towards the provision of hospital space, mental health care space, nursing home
facilities, residential care facilities and extra care facilities.

•

Community, Civic and Indoor Sports – contributions towards a police station, fire
station, ambulance station, swimming pool space and a sports hall.

•

Transport and Travel – a substantial allowance for bus subsidies (based on a five year
period and two services), an allowance for works to Garforth Station to improve
waiting capacity and bicycle storage and discounted rail and bus metrocards.

•

Green Infrastructure – a range of new or improved provision will made available to the
community relating to outdoor sports, natural green space, parks and gardens,
amenity green space, allotments and children’s formal and informal play space; all
within a site protected by a Comprehensive Management Plan.

•

Affordable housing – the scale of the project will make a significant contribution
towards meeting the identified needs and demands for all sizes of property, types of
tenure and include a full range of affordable and older persons housing.

The benefits identified above are based on documents that are either specific to Leeds
(education) or using UK National benchmarks (health and social care and community civic and
indoor sports) and are subject to discussions with the relevant authorities to determine the
most appropriate approach.
Timetable and Delivery Rates

8.29

To understand whether the development is deliverable within the plan period, and taking on
board the market analysis identified above, the following timescales are envisaged:
Table 8.1: Timetable
Date

Action

March 2016

Submission relating to the new settlement to be submitted to Leeds City
Council

Q3 2016

Further round of public consultation (likely to be limited to the Outer North
East Characteristic Area)

Q2 2017

Submission of the Site Allocations Plan to the Secretary of State

Q4 2017

Receipt of Inspector’s report

Q1 2018

Adoption of Site Allocations Plan

Q1 2018 -

Preparation of planning application (seeking outline permission), including
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Q4 2018

stakeholder and public consultation

Q4 2018 Q2 2019

Determination of planning application (assumes approval and not called in by
the SoS owing to the site being allocated)

Q2 2019 –
Q4 2019

Preparation of the first reserved matters and other conditional requirements

Q1 2020 –
Q2 2020

Determination of reserved matters and conditional material

Q3 2020 –
Q4 2021

Construction of main infrastructure

Q3 2021 –
Q4 2021

Construction of first dwellings

Q1 2022

Occupation of first dwellings

2022 2028

The target delivery is c. 429 units per year which would result in the delivery
of c. 3,000 units for this period.

2028 2043

A further 2,000 units (or more) could be delivered to capture any requirement
relating to the subsequent plan period.
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APPENDIX A: COMPLETED SITE PROPOSAL FORM
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SADPD REF (for official use only)

.

SITE ALLOCATIONS DPD: SITE PROPOSAL FORM

Please indicate if the site is already a SHLAA site submission: Yes?
If yes, is the extent of housing to stay same
entirely by other uses

be modified

No? 
or be replaced

?

1. CONTACT DETAILS
Details of submitter

Agent details (if applicable)

Name

M&G UK Property Limited
Partnership

Name

Matthew Smedley

Address

c/o agent

Address

AECOM, 2 City Walk, Leeds,
LS11 9AR

Telephone

Telephone 0113 204 5031

Email

Email

Matthew.smedley@aecom.com

2. SITE INTEREST
What is your interest
in the site

Please tick one

Site owner

Partial owner

Developer contracted to
buy land

Developer, speculative

Other  (please specify): Site owner and lead developer
Please give contact
details of the first
landowner
Boundaries for
individual ownerships
must be clearly
shown on the site
plan

Same as submitter 

If not, has this owner been informed?
Yes

No

Landowner reference from site plan: all of the land within the
blue line boundary is within single ownership. The area within
the blue line is c. 770 ha. The core development area
(comprising of the residential area and community facilities
etched in red and blue respectively) is c. 160 ha
Name

M&G UK Property Limited Partnership

Address

c/o agent

Telephone

Email
Please provide details of any further landowners on a separate sheet.

3. SITE DETAILS

Each site must be submitted with an OS map, clearly showing the location,
boundaries, and individual ownerships within the site. 1:1250 is recommended
for most sites. V. large sites should specify the scale used.
Do not include areas which contain dwellings under construction or recently completed.
Site address and
location

Parlington

OS Grid reference (if known)

Leeds

Northing

436210

Easting

442175

LS25 3EG (most central post code)

Description of current
uses of the site

Mainly arable farmland and
managed commercial woodland.

Area / hectares
Gross

160ha developable
core area within a
770 ha site

Previous site use

Mainly arable farmland and managed commercial woodland.

Surrounding uses

Predominantly arable agriculture with occasional alternatives such as
Garforth Golf Course, horticulture and Lotherton Hall Country Park.

Have any planning applications been
made for new uses in the last 5 years?

Yes

No



If yes, please provide description of uses and relevant planning application reference numbers

Postal sector

LS25

4. PROPOSED USES AND CAPACITY
USE (as relating to the core
development area)

TICK

FLOORSPACE UNITS

Residential – Houses



3000 – 5000 (including
housing for independent
living, see ‘Other’ below).

Residential – Flats



Contained within the
above

Gypsy, Traveller or Showpeople Site
Industrial (B1b/c or B8)



See comments on ‘Other’
below

Distribution/Warehousing (B8)



See comments on ‘Other’
below

Retail



The level required will be
commensurate with/
ancillary to that required
to support a new
community

Offices (B1a)



See comments on ‘Other’
below

Other (please specify)



Phase 7A (11.5 ha) is
identified as a potential
employment site (subject
to Council employment
land supply position ) and
can provide a mixture of
employment related uses
Housing for independent
living (including elderly
people, and people with
impaired mobility)
In addition, a full range of
facilities, services and
establishments can be
provided that are
appropriate for a
development of this scale.

Uncertain

5. CONSTRAINTS
Description of
physical
constraint(s)

No constraints have been identified that would significantly restrict the
development of a new settlement on this site. Further details can be
found within the AECOM report (Ref. 60469705, March 2016).

Eg trees,
topography,
highway access,
utility easements,
lack of utility
supplies
How will
constraint(s) be

Further surveys will be undertaken to provide further clarity on the site
constraints and opportunities including, for example, further discussions

overcome?

with utility providers and further surveys relating to transport and ecology.

Description of
legal, tenancy or
ownership
constraints

None

How will
constraint(s) be
overcome?

No significant constraints have been identified at this stage. Where
(minor) constraints are identified, an approach to overcoming those
constraints is identified in the AECOM report (Ref. 60469705, March
2016) and will be reviewed during subsequent stages of surveys and
masterplanning.

6. DELIVERABILITY
STAGE (ACHIEVED OR EARLIEST EXPECTED)

YEAR

Planning permission (Outline or Full) – submission/ determination

Q1 2018
Q4 2018

Demolition/clearance (if necessary)

N/A

Commencement on site

Q3 2020

Completion

Q4 2028

In the case of large residential schemes (50+ houses),
How many dwellings are expected to be completed each year? c. 400 (a cumulative total of
two main developments centred around two village centres)
If dwellings are not expected to be completed at a consistent yearly pace, please estimate how
many dwellings will be completed each year until completion:

Please note that by responding, you are accepting that your response and the
information within it will be in the public domain. Leeds City Council will ensure that
any published information does not contain the contact details of individuals. The
City Council will hold your personal information in accordance with the principles of
the Data Protection Act 1998.
Forms should be emailed to ldf@leeds.gov.uk along with a site location plan.
Further documentation is not required
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APPENDIX C: OUTLINE PROPOSAL PLAN
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Site Boundary - Subject to comprehensive
management plan (for Parlington)
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Public Rights of Way (PRoW)
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Main Road Access from M1
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Existing Woodland

New Woodland
Existing Farmland
Proposed Development Plots

Community Allotments, Orchards etc.
Community facilities: GP Surgery, Dentists,
Shops etc.
Renewable Energy Facility
Potential Employment Site (subject to the
Council's employment supply position)
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Potential
Ecological
Constraint

Preliminary Impact Assessment

Further Survey Requirements

Potential Mitigation/ Compensation

Biodiversity Enhancement Opportunities

Protected Sites
Hook Moor
SSSI

Will not be directly impacted.
Other effects will need to be assessed e.g. impacts arising from
changes in hydrology, air quality etc.

Unlikely to be necessary as off site.
Information on the condition of the
site can be obtained from the Natural
England SSSI unit condition
assessment.

Unlikely to be required.

N/A

Parlington
Hollins SEGI

Unlikely to be significantly impacted through habitat loss, as the
majority of the woodland will be retained.
Buffer zones to protect woodland likely to be necessary, but
should be easily accommodated within future development
footprint.
Impact of increased recreational pressure will need to be
assessed and appropriately managed.

Habitat survey to identify areas of
higher ecological value.

Buffer zones to protect the woodland
habitat during and post-construction.
Offsetting elsewhere on site to
compensate for any habitat losses.

Opportunities for biodiversity enhancement of the site
through additional planting, creation of woodland rides/
glades to improve ground flora assemblage, lake restoration.
Opportunities for enhancement of resource for ecological
education e.g. green classrooms, forest schools, pond
dipping etc.
It is recommended that a Biodiversity Enhancement and
Management Plan (BEMP) is developed for the site as a
whole to secure appropriate long-term management.

Barwick
Bank SEGI

Unlikely to be significantly impacted through habitat loss, as
woodland will be retained.
Buffer zones to protect woodland likely to be necessary, but
should be easily accommodated within future development
footprint.
Impact of increased recreational pressure will need to be
assessed and appropriately managed.

Habitat survey to identify areas of
higher ecological value.

Buffer zones to protect the woodland
habitat during and post-construction.
Offsetting elsewhere on site to
compensate for any habitat losses.

Opportunities for biodiversity enhancement of the site
through additional planting, creation of woodland rides/
glades to improve ground flora assemblage, lake restoration.
Opportunities for enhancement of resource for ecological
education e.g. green classrooms, forest schools, pond
dipping etc.
It is recommended that a BEMP is developed for the site as a
whole to secure appropriate long-term management.

Becca Banks
SEGI/ LWS

Will not be directly impacted.
Buffer zones to protect woodland edge likely to be necessary,
but should be easily accommodated within future development
footprint.

Not necessary as off site.

Buffer zones to protect the woodland
edge during and post-construction.

N/A

Hawks Nest
Wood LWS/
LNA

Will not be directly impacted.
No potential for indirect impacts due to separation of LWS from
the site by the M1 motorway.

Not necessary as off site. Survey
information could be sourced from
the housing site being promoted to
the north of Garforth.

Not required.

N/A

Wendel Hill
Bank SEGI/
LWS

Will not be directly impacted.
No potential for indirect impacts due to separation of LWS from
the site by the settlement of Barwick-in-Elmet.

Not necessary as off site.

Not required.

N/A

Aberford
Osiers LNA/
LWS

Will not be directly impacted.
No potential for indirect impacts due to separation of LWS from
the site by the A1(M) motorway.

Not necessary as off site.

Not required.

N/A

Phase 1 habitat survey (JNCC,
2010).
National Vegetation Classification
(NVC) survey of botanically diverse
habitats.

Enhancement of retained habitats to
offset losses within site and ensure no
net loss of biodiversity for compliance
with NPPF and local planning policy.

Habitat creation and enhancement opportunities within
masterplan.
Incorporation of buffer zones around designated woodlands
to protect and enhance biodiversity interest and integrity of
designated features.
Opportunities for creation/ management of Magnesian
limestone grassland to contribute to local biodiversity action

Protected Habitats
Habitats
within the
site

Impacts on habitats limited to losses of arable farmland and
some pastures. Majority of woodland areas (including the
designated sites) will be retained and enhanced.
Indirect impacts on protected and other ecologically important
habitats will need to be assessed e.g. increased public
pressure, habitat fragmentation.
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Potential
Ecological
Constraint

Preliminary Impact Assessment

Further Survey Requirements

Potential Mitigation/ Compensation

Biodiversity Enhancement Opportunities

plan targets.
Substantial opportunities for enhancement of habitats for
protected species as identified through further survey.
It is recommended that a BEMP is developed for the site as a
whole to secure appropriate long-term management.
Biodiversity offsetting may be explored to provide further
compensation for impacts on habitats, if necessary.
Protected Species
Great
crested newt
(GCN)

GCN are known in the wider area (e.g. at Hawks Nest Wood
LWS/ LNA) just south of the M1. However GCN were not
recorded during pond surveys on the site in 1998.
There are 7 ponds within the site, and depending on the layout
of the development footprint, it may result in direct losses of
terrestrial and aquatic habitat used by GCN (if present).
Buffer zones may be required around retained ponds on the
site.

Habitat Suitability Index Assessment
of all ponds on the site and within
250m of scheme.
It is likely that the ponds in Hawks
Nest Wood LWS/ LNA (that support
GCN) can be scoped out of further
survey as they are separated from
the site by the M1 motorway.
Presence/absence assessments
derived from either
presence/absence survey (4 survey
visits) and/or environmental DNA (eDNA) analysis of pond water.

If ponds are identified as having GCN,
further surveys would be required (see
below).

Population Size Class Assessment (6
survey visits)

If GCN are present, a European
Protected Species Mitigation (EPSM)
licence may be required from Natural
England.
Appropriate mitigation and
compensation (where necessary) would
be required as part of the EPSM licence
process e.g. capture and translocation
of GCN from within scheme boundary,
creation of alternative ponds/ terrestrial
habitat as necessary.

Opportunities for creation, retention and enhancement of
habitat on site for GCN as part of mitigation/ compensation
strategy, if required.
It is recommended that habitat management and population
monitoring should be included within scope of BEMP, if
required.

Water vole

No desk study records. Riparian habitat along Cock Beck may
be suitable for this species.
Unlikely to be any direct loss of habitat but potential for indirect
construction impacts e.g. pollution/ siltation.

Water vole survey of Cock Beck.

If water voles are present, may require a
licence from Natural England to
displace/ capture and translocate water
voles.
Mitigation would be required for the
construction phase to ensure no
fragmentation of foraging areas on
watercourse.
Loss of habitat may need to be
appropriately compensated, depending
on scale of works.
Design of watercourse crossing would
need to ensure retention of habitat
connectivity up and downstream.

Habitat enhancement opportunities along Cock Beck corridor
for water vole, if present.
Habitat management for this species could be incorporated
into the BEMP.

Otter

Small number of records from Cock Beck at Barwick-in-Elmet
and in the stretch located to the west of the site; likely to be

Otter survey of Cock Beck.

Retention of woodland cover for
couches/ lying up sites.

Habitat enhancement opportunities along Cock Beck corridor
for otter, if present. Incorporation of habitat management in
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Potential
Ecological
Constraint

Preliminary Impact Assessment

Further Survey Requirements

widespread throughout the Cock Beck corridor. Potential for
holts/ couches/ lying up sites within wooded corridor along
Cock Beck including Parlington Hollins and Barwick Bank.
Unlikely to be any direct loss of habitat but potential for indirect
construction impacts e.g. pollution/ siltation.

Bats

Reptiles

Potential Mitigation/ Compensation

Biodiversity Enhancement Opportunities

Loss of holts/ couches/ lying up sites
may require Natural England licence.
May require an EPS licence from
Natural England if otter holts are
present.
Mitigation would be required for the
construction phase to ensure no
disruption to nocturnal foraging activity.

BEMP.

The desk study returned several bat records, with roosts (or
suspected roosts) identified in Aberford and at Becca Hall,
approximately 1 km north of the site.
Bat surveys of Gardens House and Park House Farmhouse
within the site in 2013 and 2015 respectively did not record any
bat roosts, although the desk study did identify a suspected
roost at Parlington Hall. It is therefore possible that bat roosts
are present within the buildings or trees on the site.

Bat roost potential survey of
buildings/ trees to be affected by
scheme

If buildings are identified as having bat
roost potential, further surveys would be
required (see below).
If trees are identified as having bat roost
potential, further surveys would be
required (see below).

Bat emergence surveys

Bat emergence surveys may be
replaced with tree climbing inspections
for trees where appropriate.
If bats are present, an EPS licence
would be required from Natural England
prior to building demolition/ tree felling.
Appropriate mitigation and
compensation for loss of roosts would
be required as part of the EPS licence
process.
Maintenance of habitat connectivity and
sensitive lighting design to avoid
impacts on roosts where possible.

Significant opportunities to enhance roosting opportunities for
bats through scheme design.
Bespoke bat roosting habitat e.g. bat house, bat boxes.

Abundant suitable foraging habitat for bats along woodland
glades/ rides, hedgerows and stream corridors.

Bat activity surveys

Surveys required recording baseline bat
foraging usage, against which the
impacts of the scheme can be
assessed.
Mitigation may be required to reduce
impacts on foraging habitat e.g.
sensitive lighting design.
Maintenance of habitat connectivity and
sensitive lighting design to avoid
impacts on important foraging and
commuting corridors.

Significant opportunities to enhance foraging opportunities for
bats through scheme design.

No desk study records of reptiles and habitat likely to be
unsuitable for adder (Vipera berus), common lizard (Zootoca
vivipara) and slow worm (Anguis fragilis).
Grass snake (Natrix natrix) may be present in riparian habitat
associated with Cock Beck and other ponds/ wetlands within
the site.
Confirmation of potentially suitable habitats for reptiles should
be obtained through Phase 1 habitat survey, and surveys
undertaken if necessary.

Reptile survey of suitable habitats if
required following Phase 1 habitat
survey (7 visits for presence/
absence).

Capture and translocation of reptiles
may be required if found to be present in
habitat to be lost.
Receptor area habitat creation/
enhancement.
May require precautionary working
methods for vegetation clearance along
banks of watercourse (if required) to
minimise risks to grass snake.

Habitat enhancement opportunities within woodland e.g.
creation of log piles/ artificial refuges and compost heaps for
grass snake egg-laying.
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Potential
Ecological
Constraint

Preliminary Impact Assessment

Further Survey Requirements

Potential Mitigation/ Compensation

Biodiversity Enhancement Opportunities

Badger

The desk study returned numerous records of badger from
within the site boundary, and it is likely that there are one or
more social groups resident within the site.

Badger survey to provide updated
data on sett locations and status.
Bait marking study to identify social
groups and foraging ranges.

Retention of setts where possible to
minimise impacts on badgers.
Retention of habitat corridors to link
foraging habitats.
Setts within the development footprint or
within 30m may require closure under
licence from Natural England (sett
closure is only permitted between July
and November inclusive)

Management of habitat corridors to retain connectivity to
foraging habitats.

Terrestrial
Invertebrates

No desk study records of rare or notable terrestrial
invertebrates.
Potential for direct impacts on terrestrial habitats e.g. loss of
grassland and woodland.
Confirmation of potentially suitable habitats for rare or notable
terrestrial invertebrates should be obtained through Phase 1
habitat survey, and surveys undertaken if necessary.

Terrestrial invertebrate survey, if
necessary following Phase 1 habitat
survey.

Habitat enhancement/ management to
minimise impacts on habitats.

Habitat enhancement opportunities e.g. creation of log piles/
artificial refuges.
Habitat creation opportunities for Magnesian limestone
grassland creation.

Aquatic
Invertebrates

Potential for direct impacts on aquatic habitats e.g. loss of
ponds, construction of drainage outfalls as part of drainage
strategy.
Significant habitat enhancement opportunities through pond
and wetland/ SUDS pond creation.

Aquatic invertebrate surveys (April
and September)

Sensitive design of drainage strategy to
maximise biodiversity enhancement
opportunities. Mitigation/ compensation
unlikely to be necessary.

SUDS ponds to create additional wetland habitats.

Invasive Non
Native
Species

No desk study records from within the site, but the Schedule 9
species Indian balsam (Impatiens glandulifera) and giant
hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum) have been recorded in
Hawks Nest Wood to the south of the M1 motorway.

Invasive non-native plant survey

Mitigation to avoid spreading Schedule 9
species may be required e.g. chemical
treatment.

Management to prevent re-establishment of invasive nonnative species, if necessary.

Nesting
Birds

Extensive suitable habitat for a broad range of nesting birds
including woodland, farmland and ground nesting species. Site
is likely to support a good diversity of nesting species.
There are records of red kite in the wider area and the
abundance of woodland within the state provides potential
nesting habitat for this Schedule 1 species.
There are records of barn owl in the wider area and there is an
abundance of suitable nesting/ roosting sites available in the
farm buildings scattered throughout the site for this Schedule 1
species. The mosaic of woodland, hedgerows, grassland and
farmland provides good foraging habitat for barn owl. Potential
for direct loss of nest/ roost sites and foraging habitat to be
assessed.
Majority of woodland nesting habitat will be retained within
scheme footprint so impacts on birds likely to be minimised
through design.

Breeding bird survey (minimum of 4
walked transects covering the site in
March to June)

Sensitive timing of vegetation clearance
required to avoid nesting bird season.

Significant opportunities to improve nesting opportunities in
retained woodland areas through targeted management.
Significant habitat creation opportunities for habitat creation
through woodland and scrub planting.
Bird nest box installation.

Whiteclawed
crayfish

No desk study records for this species within the site or wider
study area.
Previous survey of Cock Beck in the 1990s did not record any
evidence of the species.

Re-appraisal of Cock Beck to confirm
likely absence.
Further surveys unlikely to be
required if potential presence can be
scoped out.

Unlikely to be present.

Unlikely to be present.
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Limitations
AECOM has prepared this Report for the sole use of Revera and M&G UK Property Fund in accordance with the
Agreement under which our services were performed. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the
professional advice included in this Report or any other services provided by AECOM. This Report is confidential and
may not be relied upon by any other party without the prior and express written agreement of AECOM.
Where conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information provided by others, this is
upon the assumption that all relevant information has been provided by those parties from whom it has been requested
and that such information is accurate. Information so obtained by AECOM has not been independently verified by
AECOM, unless otherwise stated in the Report.
The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by AECOM in providing its services are outlined in this
Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken between January and March 2016 and is based on the
conditions encountered and the information available during the said period of time. The scope of this Report and the
services are accordingly factually limited by these circumstances.
Where assessments of works or costs identified in this Report are made, such assessments are based upon the
information available at the time and where appropriate are subject to further investigations or information that may
become available. AECOM disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in any matter
affecting the Report, which may come or be brought to AECOM’s attention after the date of the Report.
Certain statements made in the Report that are not historical facts may constitute estimates, projections or other forwardlooking statements and even though they are based on reasonable assumptions as of the date of the Report, such
forward-looking statements by their nature involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially from the results predicted. AECOM specifically does not guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections
contained in this Report.
Where field investigations are carried-out, these have been restricted to a level of detail required to meet the stated
objectives of the services. The results of any measurements taken may vary spatially or with time and further
confirmatory measurements should be made after any significant delay in issuing this Report.
Copyright
© This Report is the copyright of AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited. Any unauthorised reproduction or
usage by any person other than the addressee is strictly prohibited.
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